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April 23, 2015 Jasmine Rated It Was Amazing Recommends It For: All. Must be read in life. Recommended to despair by: Nalani this is my secret--- that every moment I might fly away. Somehow I think 5 stars are not enough for such an extraordinary book to be able to comment; If I can, I certainly see it as many stars as those shining in the whole world
because all the bright places deserve them all, seriously. For starters, I actually like the way Theodore Finch met Purple Marquis---in the edge of six stories above the ground at Bell Tower in his high school on a rainy day--- it's a fairly beautiful encounter for me. This is my --- to fly at any moment. Somehow I think 5 stars are not enough for such an
extraordinary book to be able to comment; If I can, I certainly see it as many stars as those shining in the whole world because all the bright places deserve them all, seriously. For starters, I actually like the way Theodore Finch met Purple Marquis---in the edge of six stories above the ground at Bell Tower in his high school on a rainy day--- it's a fairly
beautiful encounter for me. Theodore Finch was a teenage boy who was greatly fascinated by death, especially suicide incidents in history and was recorded, and he also suffered from various levels of misery such as domestic violence, bullying/labelled and bipolar disorder. All of this made him think about death every minute he was awake. Before I die, I
want to know a great day in front of Violet Markie, a girl who a year ago couldn't miss the death of her beloved sister and kept waiting for graduation and planning to escape everything in the future; So when the two paired up in a seemingly simple yet boring school project, sparks flared. Clear. When we wander in action, you have to be present, not watch it
through the lens. During his wandering, Finch showed him not only how to live in the present but also how to walk from his shell. For Finch, I like that he could really find himself whenever purple was around and never thought about that endless black hole or deemed himself worthless as a mess. And for Violet, she can finally start to see and feel all the worst
joy around her. my calendar is plunged into a corner . I'm revealing it now, smoothing it out, and looking at all the empty days, too many to count, that I'm not off the mark because these days I was with Finch. To be honest, I think everything between the lines was really meaningful--- every single word Finch said, every conversation was Finch and Violet,
every quote they used/googled---s week of them was too heartfelt to forget. Although they didn't and couldn't have so much time that I wanted to spend them together, what they were experiencing was so beautiful that I absolutely loved her. Where would you go if you could go anywhere? He comes out more lewd than I want, he's gonna be forward on the
handles, eyes. I. I went to Hossier Hill with a beautiful girl. He was far from the freak he labeled when he was in his true self, and he really showed him the world, my favorite scene was the gravitational effect of the Yvonne-Cluttonian gravitational effect. But I bring it up to let you know that this is the way I feel right now. Like Pluto and Jupiter, they align with the
earth and I float. But that's the best thing anyone has ever told me. He could be very funny, positive, thoughtful and thoughtful when he wanted to be. Only a small thought of violet could stop him from ending his life, because he realized that Violet took life. - Ily, we could cut the bad and keep the good. That's what I want to do with Violet ---'s just good, keep
the bad away, so that's all we've got around so far. Unfortunately, he insisted on looking for the bottom of the blue hole, or at least I want to think so. And ironically, it broke the world record at the same time. there was nothing to prolong it too long . Even when he was out there somewhere, he could still finish amazingly beautifully, I remember I was going
down the road where I was coming to flower nursery, and I remember his smile and his laughter when I was my best and he looked at me like I couldn't make a mistake and I was perfect. I remember his hand in me and how he felt like something and someone belonged to me with pity, he wasn't forgotten as if he had never existed in this world. For both him
and Banafsheh and her friends. by the way? For what it's worth, you showed me something--- beyond purple, there's such a thing as a great day. In his case, do I particularly love wandering the remainder of his project, or should I say, follow himself for that great manifesto? Finch certainly left everything behind for Banafsheh and those left behind, and during
the completion of the whole trip, he changed forever because of what always mattered... Even if it seems like a happy ending for me, and for the able Remarkey ultraviolet, too, I still feel unbearable pain deep in my heart, as if Theodore Finch actually took part in me when he found another world.What makes this particular book is that nothing great or
surprising has happened, only the smallest, most normal things in everyday life. Is. However, Jennifer managed to make them no longer as combined as they seemed. He really made me believe that every moment of my life is worth living, all the bright places of a story about a cardinal and a flower; A book full of beautiful memories and bittersweet moments
makes me think of something I've never thought of before. I think somehow Finch had already lived his life to be the most complete and brilliant, and he also realized that the other world was wandering through his own. And after all, I've changed forever. so... I'm gonna give you that rock. Hope you enjoy them while reading this! Sam Smith Writing on the Wall:
For the whole story. The atmosphere just seems about right. Gabriel Apelin-Please don't say you love me: for the unpredictable and broken Finch, who couldn't promise Violet a happy future together. Coldplay-Adventure of A Lifetime: For their U.S. Geography project wandering, and in search for the Great Manifesto.Keane-Somewhere Only We Know: For
Theodore &amp; Ultraviolet. their friend . their relationship . Short, but unpaying. X Ambassador-Renegades: The lyrics are meant for the purest Finch.Lily Allen-Littlest Things: This song and lyrics sum up the entire book. In all of this, it's something I feel after reading this whole book: just like this, the story will leave you with endless power, powerful thoughts
and positive energy. :⽬ ... More Theodore Finch and Violet Marquis seem unlikely friends. But a chance meeting on the edge of their school bell tower, which expresses their suicidal thoughts, gives both new leases of life. Theo and Violet began to spend more and more time together. For the first time working on a school project, exploring the wonders of the
state of Indiana will offer through its 'wandering'. They get closer and closer and realize that this is another that can save them from themselves. Each has serious issues that shape their world as they know it, but can they love conquering everyone in the end? All clear places are remarkable stories of friendship, love, and dealing with suffering. The story
offers alternate accounts from Finch and Banafsheh's point of view and provides intense insight into their individual mental health issues as well as how each person affects another's life. Your ebb and mood flow, from juicy to content to depressed and angry, is beautifully reflected by your efforts to understand and help each other. All the bright places you
drag in and don't let you come back, even long after you turn the final page - must be read, to share with friends. Content suitable for older readers, with frequent use of swearing. Halima, Wycombe, 15 April 2020 daisy, eastbourne, 25 February 2020 Dawn, Paragould, AR, 18 December 2015 NOW A NETFLIX FILM, STARRING ELLE FANNING AND
JUSTICE SMITH! The New York Times is a bestselling love story about two teenagers who find each other while standing on the edge. Theodore Finch is fascinated by death. He thinks about ways he might kill himself every day, but he also searches for himself every day and manages to find something to keep him here, to be alive and awake. Banafsheh
Marquis lives for the future and countes the days until graduation, when she can escape the small Indiana town and her pain in the wake of her sister's recent death. When Finch and Banafsheh meet at school on the edge of the bell tower—six stories above the ground—it's unclear who saves who. It's soon only with Violet that Finch can be himself. And it's
only with Finch that Banafsheh can forget to count the days and start their lives. But as The world grows, Finch begins to shrink. . . . A do-not-miss for fans of Eleanor &amp; Park and The Fault in Our Stars, and indeed anyone who can breathe. —Justin's Magazine at Heart, one of the great of all bright places lies a fascinating love story about this unlikely and
eared pair of broken teenagers. —The New York Times Book Review hearts, stylish love stories. —The Wall Street Journal is a complex love story that brings all the feeling. —Seventeen magazines are dramatically layered, lived-in, and real. —Buzzfeed ISBN-13: 9780385755917 Publisher: Random House Children's Books Publication date: 09/13/2016
Edition Description: Reprint Pages: 416 Sales Rating : 416 Product Dimensions: 5.50 (W) x 8.20 (h) x 1.00 (D) Lexile: 830L (What is this?) Age range: 14 to 17 years ... It's a heartbreaking love story about two funny, fragile, and wildly damaged high school kids named Violet and Finch worth reading. Nyon is a skilful storyteller who never supports his
characters — or his audience. — Entertainment Weekly touches many teenage novels on similar themes, but few remember it. —Kirkus Reviews, starred review In her YA debut, adult author Niven creates a romance so fresh and funny. . . Traveling to, through, and tragedy is a romantic and heartbreaking past, as characters and singers confront darkness,
joy, and possibilities- and the limits of love against mental illness. —Publishers Weekly, starred reviewThe writing in this heartrending novel is fluid, despite the difficult topics... Finch in particular will linger in readers' minds long after the last page is turned. —School Library Journal, starred reviewUltimately, the book, with narration that alternates between
Finch and Violet, becomes Violet's story of survival and recovery, affirming the value of loving deeply, grieving openly, and carrying your light forward. —The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books Have The Fault in Our Stars withdrawal? Pick up this heartrending novel about a girl who vows to live with purpose after bonding with a boy who plans to end
his own life. — Self MagazineIt's touching, vibrant, and dramatically honest depicting depression. — BuzzFeedA Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year Miami Herald Best Book for Kids Read Select Awards Young Adult Story Category WinnerA High Time Adult Book Of The Year NPR Great Guide Reads Books From Publisher at Heart—One of the great
of all bright places lies an intriguing love story about this unlikely and eared pair of broken teens... It seems inevitable that all bright places will be compared to Rowell's Rainbow eleanor &amp; Park and John Green faults in our stars, and deserve to, at least about its central characters. Violet and Finch present archetypal in the story of contemporary young
adults: a pair of traumatized, heart-tugging teenagers who are at once ostracized and secluded, trapped by the heterogeneous alchemy of their combined destiny. The New York Times Book - Andrew Smith ★ 11/03/2014Seniors Theodore Finch and Violet Marquis run to each other in their school bell towers, contemplating what it would be like to jump. It's
darker than the cute meet, which also describes the book. Finch thinks about suicide every day; Banafsheh was happy until her sister died in a car accident. While Finch, aka Theodore's Freak, is a fringe presence in their high school, he is smart and handsome—a musician that singers gradually notice suffers from undiagnied manic depression. Banafsheh is
equally clever, and as they cross Indiana for a geography project, they look for wonders, flirt, argue, confess dark secrets and fall in love. In his first YA, adult writer Niven (Velva Jean learns to drive) creates a romance so fresh and funny that it looks like it can save Finch; he also makes something he anticipates from the first line is surprising. Traveling to,
through, and tragedy is a romantic and heartbreaking past, as characters and singers confront darkness, joy, and possibilities—and the limits of love versus mental illness. Age 14-up. Agent: Kerry Sparks, Levine Greenberg Rostan Literary Agency. (Jan.) Publishers week ★ 12/01/2014Gr 10 Up—Purple Marquis is on the edge of its school bell tower, top six
stories, and frozen in terror. Theodore Finch, a freak, stands on the edge of nearby. Before he can panic, he calms him down and brings him back to the ground firmly. He even lets everyone think he's the one he talked to from jumping with Violet, until recently, a popular cheerleader, and Finch gained a well-earned reputation for being manic, being violent,
and unpredictable. But Finch won't let them rest with him, he suddenly goes violet everywhere and even signs him up as his partner in a wandering government school project. As the two drive around Indiana, Violet begins to see tourist attractions lame through Finch's eyes, and anywhere gets something unique and special. He pushes and challenges the
hero, and he seems to understand the impact of his sister's death on him. But although Violet began to recover from the devastating grief that cocooned her for almost a year, Finch's demons refused to give up. Writing in this harrowing novel is fluent, despite difficult subjects, as Nyon relays the complex thought processes of the two teenagers. Finch and
Banafsheh will call teenagers with their emotional turmoil and insecurities. Finch in particular will remain on readers' minds long after the last page is turned. It's up to Rainbow Rowell fans to Eleanor &amp; Park (St. Martin's Pr., 2013), John Green's The Fault in Our Stars (Dutton, 2012), or Jennifer Hubbard's The Secret Year (Viking, 2010 ★). Banafsheh, a
writer and member of the grassroots crowd, has stepped down from her friends and out of school Finch has been rocking and bizarre since his sister died nine months earlier in a random accident known to classmates as Theodore Freak. After his meeting at the School Bell Tower, Finch makes it his mission to re-engage Purple with the world, partly through a
school project that sends them offbeat Indiana signs and somewhat through simple persistence. (Violet and Finch live, thankfully for everyone involved, in the kind of romantic world where their stone throwing into your window in the middle of the night comes more appealing than stalker-esque.) Teens replace the narrative chapter by season, each in a unique
and well-realized voice. Finch's self-persolation streak and suicide impulses are never far from the surface, and the chapters he narrates interfere with facts about methods and suicide quotes from Virginia Woolf and poet Cesar Puz. When the story inevitably becomes tragic, a cast of carefully drawn side characters brings both the pain of loss and the
possibility of moving forward to life, though some notes of hope are more believable than others. Many teen novels touch on similar themes, but few do so in memento form. (Fiction. 14 &amp; up) Kirkus Reviews
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